
Technical and Theoretical 
Suggestions for Successful 

Powerpoint Sessions



Prime Directive 1

Tell them what you will tell them

Tell it

Tell them what you told them



Content should include:
- Appropriate background information

- Attribution using primary sources as much as possible

- Clear statement of hypothesis

- Clear data and methodology slides 

- Obvious “take home message”

- Effective summary and conclusion



Powerpoint basics:
1.  What font to use

This font is Arial.

This font is Comic Sans.

This font is Papyrus.

This font is Times New Roman.

This font is Courier.

This font is Didot.

Serif fonts take longer to read… 

Use a Sans Serif font: 



Powerpoint basics:
1.  What font to use

Type size should be 18 points or larger:

18 point

20 point

24 point

28 point

36 point

* References can be in 14 point font



Powerpoint basics:
2.  Color

Dark letters against a light background 
work.

Dark letters against a light background  
are best for smaller rooms and for teaching.



Powerpoint basics:
2.  Color

Many experts feel that a 
dark blue or black background 

works best for talks in a 
large room.



Powerpoint basics:
3.  Layout

Keep the layout and style as consistent as 
possible. 

Every slide should have a heading.

Try  to limit text blocks to no more than two 
lines each.



3.  Layout

Do not cram too much 
into a slide.

Try your best to include a
simple image on every slide.



Powerpoint basics:
3.  Layout

It is often effective to “unveil”a list point by 
point.

Do not overuse animations and do NOT have 
screeching sounds as text enters!
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Presentation style is very important!

 Do not read your slides

 Do not use too many gimmicks (videos)

 Do not pace up and down but also don’t stand 
rigid!

 Do not wave your pointer all over the slide

 Do not talk to the screen

 Do not use UMMH or AHHH to fill transitions



Presentation style is very important!

Do face the audience and make eye 
contact

Do show enthusiasm and vary the tone 
of your voice

Do practice beforehand 

Do ask your friends for feedback

Do RELAX and ENJOY your 
presentation!



Summary
 Be clear, direct, one thought at a time

 Show Key words and images

 Rehearse for clarity, time, questions, discussion

 Take home message, “elevator discussion”

 Relax, have a nice time


